
REV Press Announces the Release of Ghosts in
the Machine, a Behavioral Science Approach
to Sales

Sales is hard. Fortunately, there is something you can do to

make it easier: accept, understand, and embrace human

irrationality.

LIVERMORE, CA, UNITED STATES, September 23, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- REV Press is proud to

Instead of promising secrets

and shortcuts for success,

Ghosts in the Machine will

help you understand why

the challenges you face

persist.”

Ryan Voeltz

announce Ryan Voeltz’s debut book, Ghosts in the

Machine: Overcoming Decision-Making Biases in the Sales

Cycle with Behavioral Science. By applying behavioral

science concepts and principles to the sales cycle in a

systematic and holistic structure, Ghosts in the Machine

unpacks the common challenges salespeople encounter at

each phase in the sales cycle, providing novel guidance

that will enhance a company’s established go-to-market

sales methodology.

Ghosts in the Machine is not another attempt to recreate the sales wheel. Instead, this book

provides valuable insights into the human beings that make buying decisions and the hidden

behavioral drivers behind the sometimes-irrational decisions that they make.

The impact of human irrationality on decision-making is the most underappreciated aspect of

the sales cycle. By outlining a behavioral approach that covers the entirety of the sales cycle,

Ghosts in the Machine helps salespeople of all stripes to better understand and manage the

human irrationalities that have the greatest impact on the sales cycle, and, in doing so, to sell

more effectively.

About the Author

20 years of experience in a wide variety of sales jobs gives author Ryan Voeltz deep insight into

what it takes to succeed as a salesperson, as well as the many difficulties and challenges that

come with a sales career. Combining his firsthand experience with insights from behavioral

science, he presents novel approaches to sales that complement and enhance existing go-to-

market strategies.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.amazon.com/Ghosts-Machine-Overcoming-Decision-Making-Behavioral/dp/173735151X/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&amp;keywords=ghosts+in+the+machine&amp;qid=1632252907&amp;s=books&amp;sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Ghosts-Machine-Overcoming-Decision-Making-Behavioral/dp/173735151X/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&amp;keywords=ghosts+in+the+machine&amp;qid=1632252907&amp;s=books&amp;sr=1-1
http://www.ryanvoeltz.com
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/551968585

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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